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These pyramids are in Egypt.   
They are thousands of years old.   
Each pyramid is made of big, heavy  
stones.

People made the pyramids for  
their rulers long ago.  Rulers who  
died were laid to rest inside the  
pyramids.
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People carved stone models of  
rulers, too.  These big models sit by  
a temple.  One of them is broken.   
Its head and body lie on the ground.  

The models are not four different  
kings.  They are all the same king!   
He was a very powerful ruler.
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Inside temples and pyramids,  
pictures fill the walls.  These big  
pictures are called murals.

Some murals are carved into the  
stone.  Other murals are painted.   
We can study them to find out  
about Egypt.  We can learn about  
life there long ago.
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People painted roofs, too.  These  
pictures are thousands of years old.  
Over time, the roof got very dirty.   
You would have no idea that there  
were pictures.  People in modern  
times cleaned the roof.  It looked  
great when they were done.  The  
paint was still bright!
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Many of these pictures show  
Egypt’s kings and queens.  But they  
also show the country’s other  
people and the jobs they did. 

Some people made bricks.  Other  
people worked with jewels.  Many  
people were farmers.  The men in  
this picture are soldiers.
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Pictures also show how people in  
Egypt looked.  This picture shows  
women who are wearing black wigs.  

People dressed lightly to stay  
cool.  Some people put wax on top  
of their heads.  The wax contained  
perfume.  It smelled nice as it  
melted in the hot sun.
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We can study the pictures to find  
out what people ate, too.  For  
example, this person holds bundles  
of wheat.  

Wheat was an important crop.   
People crushed grains of wheat to  
make bread.  People ate lots of  
bread in long-ago Egypt.
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People also kept farm animals.   
They raised cattle, sheep, and goats.   
They got milk from these animals.  

Other animals were used for  
work.  Oxen pulled plows.  Donkeys  
toted heavy loads on their backs.   
People rode donkeys and horses.
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Cats were important in Egypt, too.   
They hunted mice and rats that got  
into grain bins.  They stopped these  
rodents from eating the grain and  
spoiling it.

Temples and pyramids often  
contain wooden or stone cats.  This  
photo shows a cat mummy.
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Pictures hold clues about Egypt’s  
wildlife, too.  These birds were  
carved into a temple wall.  Birds just  
like them were found in wetlands.

You can still see these kinds of  
birds in Egypt today.  How many can  
you find in the picture?
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This lion is on a temple wall.  Lines  
carved near its head form its mane.   
Lions like this one were in Egypt long  
ago.  Royal people sometimes kept  
them as pets!

Lions do not roam Egypt today.   
But crocodiles are still in Egypt’s  
lakes and rivers.
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It might make you laugh to see a  
big bug on a temple wall.  But this  
bug is a dung beetle.  It was an  
important symbol of life.

The beetle had a tough job in one  
story, or myth.  In this myth, it had  
to push the sun into the sky each  
morning!
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These little pictures were carved  
in a temple wall, too.  They are a  
form of writing that uses pictures, or  
symbols.  

Many symbols stand for sounds.  
Others stand for a whole word.   
Egypt’s picture writing used  
hundreds of symbols.
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This picture writing was a mystery  
for a long time.  Modern people did  
not use this language.  Nobody  
could read it!  

Then people found this big stone  
with symbols on it.  It also has other  
languages.  People used these  
languages to decode the symbols.
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We have learned a lot about  
long-ago Egypt from its art.  But we  
are not done.  There is still much to  
learn about Egypt’s history.

For example, there are hidden  
rooms in the pyramids.  Nobody has  
ever seen them.  What other  
mysteries are waiting?



Th nk About It
Use details from the book to 
support your answers.

1.  What is page 6 about? What 
examples does the author give 
to support this topic?

2.  What can people learn from 
studying the pictures in 
Egyptian temples?

3.  Think back to The Class 
Project. How do the text and 
pictures in Egypt Long Ago 
help you understand more 
about the project topics in 
that story?
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Egypt Long Ago
Week 25, Book 2

Read with Week 25, Book 1  
The Class Project

Egypt Long Ago explores 
art and architecture  

in ancient Egypt.

Phonics Skill more short vowel spellings  
(/ĕ/ea, /ŭ/ou, / /y)

Word Count 654

Word Study consonant + -le syllables 
(spelled -al and -el )

Decodable 
Words

484

High-Frequency 
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ago, done, idea, language, 
laugh, soldiers
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